Click The Room Name Where Your Event Is Being Held

1903 BRIDGE/PATIO 13  |  THE GARAGE  |  PEACE
BOAT DOCK  |  MUSEUM ENTRANCE  |  POTATO
BOLT  |  MOTOR®  |  RUMBLE
FOUNDER’S TERRACE  |  SE PATIO/LAWN  |  THE SQUARE
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Enter through the doors below ‘Rumble’ sign and take the stairs or the elevator to the second floor where Rumble is located.
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THE GARAGE

THE SUITE

Enter through the glass doors on the west facing entrance.
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Enter through the Museum main entrance. From there take the elevator to the third floor.
PEACE

Enter through the Museum main entrance. From there take the elevator to the third floor.
Enter through the Museum main entrance. From there take the elevator to the third floor.
MOTOR®

Bar & Restaurant/
Can Room

Enter through the doors located underneath the ‘MOTOR’ sign.
Enter through the Museum main entrance or through the doors below the Rumble sign and take the stairs or elevator to the second floor.
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Walk east on the sidewalk on the south side of the Museum towards the river. Head behind the Museum and find the grassy squares.
SOUTHEAST PATIO/LAWN

Accessible behind/through MOTOR Restaurant or by following the sidewalks behind The Garage.
BOAT DOCK

Walk east on the sidewalk on the north side of building with The Factory Shop and MOTOR toward the river. Head south behind the building to find the boat dock area just past the patio/lawn.
THE SQUARE

Walk to the large cement square on the south side of The Garage.
MUSEUM ENTRANCE

Entrance across from Motor Restaurant in The Plaza